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New features and improvements 

This release will introduce a range of new features and improvements, including:   

1.1. Customization, creation of themes:  

In the 2349 release, we unveiled an exciting feature that empowers users to craft 

personalized themes, allowing them to tailor the viewer and collections environment with 

unique logos, company details, and post-approval preferences. Building on this 

innovation, the 2403 release seamlessly integrates these themes into both the viewer 

and collections environment. To guide you through this process, we've created a brief 

instructional video, accessible here.  

As part of our commitment to ongoing enhancements, the upcoming 2409 release will 

introduce an additional layer of customization. Users will soon have the ability to not only 

personalize logos and information but also modify the theme's color scheme, offering 

even greater flexibility in shaping the visual experience. Stay tuned for these exciting 

updates as we continue to refine and enrich your user environment. 

1.2. Switch Review app:  

In the Switch Review app, you can now effortlessly select and define themes when 

sharing documents with customers. Define a theme name manually or pick one available 

on Review from the Library. Unique theme names eliminate the need for specifying 

UUIDs, streamlining the process.  

Improvement: In this release, we addressed missing translations and enhanced the 

clarity of existing translations.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yd_BbhiZO_A
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1.3. Viewer:  

In the previous version, Review allowed exporting annotations to Switch and embedding 

them in the resulting PDF. With this latest release, we've expanded capabilities to include 

importing existing annotations. This means that annotations present in the PDF before 

uploading to Review will now be accurately visualized as well.  

Improvement: Layer management has undergone significant enhancements in this 

update. We've eliminated duplicate entries, reorganized based on order-tree information, 

and now seamlessly recognize nested layers for improved functionality.  

Improvement: We've enhanced the user experience by providing additional context on 

the file's origin. If the file is part of a collection, we now display the collection name for 

clearer identification. 

All documentation can be found here.   

 
 

https://go.enfocus.com/e/133081/manuals-enfocus-review-manuals/8rmvx2/1321793629/h/wKloKRmgA5TEuULGh8aPDmiAHv616Kwx8HbLuUqRbmc

